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FIG. 1. Pertinent part of energy level diagram of
C02 showing the maser transitions and other optical
transitions with their respective strengths (reference 2).

Optical maser action on a number of rotational
transitions of the Zz+ - Zg+ vibrational band of
CO, has been recently reported. ' The maser
lines were identified as the rotational transitions
from P(12) to P(38) of the 0 001 —1 000 band and

from P(22) to P(34) of the 0 001 - 0 2 0 band. We
wish to give here a simple theoretical treatment
which allows us to interpret the results and es-
pecially the fact that no B-branch transitions were
seen in maser oscillation. The treatment satis-
factorily explains the results and leads to an in-
teresting conclusion that for the vibrational-ro-
tational transitions, optical maser action can be
obtained on the P-branch transitions even when

no inversion exists between the total population
densities in the two vibrational states.

Figure 1 shows pertinent parts of the energy
3000

level diagram of CO, (Herzberg'). The rotational
levels belonging to each of the vibrational states
are not shown for the sake of simplicity. The up-
per maser level (for both the bands) Z~+(0 001) is
optically connected to the ground state Z&+(0 0'0)
of CO, through strongly allowed transitions at
2349. 3 cm '. The lower laser levels Z&+(1 000

and 0 200) both decay to the II„(0 1'0) levels
through radiative transitions at 720. 5 and 618. 1
cm ', respectively, and these transitions are re-
ported to be of medium strength (reference 2).
The molecules in the iia(0 1'0) levels decay
through strongly allowed transitions at 667. 3
cm ' to the ground state of CO, . Thus the maser
scheme looks like a four-level system. The prob-
able excitation and decay processes are shown in
Fig. 1 with their appropriate strengths as ob-
tained from reference 2. Alternate lines in the
rotational spectrum of Z~+ —Zg+ bands of CO~ are
missing because of symmetry considerations for
the linear and symmetric molecule CO, . Also,
the 0-branch- i.e. , b J=0-transitions are for
bidden since both the upper and the lower levels
have l =0.

Now consider a simplified model of a vibra-
tional level in which the rotationa) level popula-
tions are described by a Boltzmann distribution
at a temperature T. It can be shown' that for a
linear and symmetric molecule like CO„

N =N(kcB/kT@y
-E (J)k c/kT for kcB/kT «1, (1)

where Ng is the po ulation density of the Jth ro-
tational level, N= ~N~, k = Planck's constant,
c = velocity of light, B= rotational constant for
the particular vibrational level, k = Boltzmann's
constant, g&= statistical weight for the 4th rota-
tional level, and +(J)= energy of Jth rotational
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level from the 0th rotational level. F(J) is given

by

F(J)=BJ(J'+'1) DJ—'(J+ l)2,

with D «B.
Then the net optical gain coefficient for a rota-

tional transition between vibrational levels 1 and
2 can be shown to be'
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is the matrix element~ for the transition.
According to reference 2, QR J J+1 can be

split up into two parts, one which is dependent on
J and the other which is independent of J; i. e. ,

2gR1J2J+ 1
12 J' (3)

where SJ= J-dependent part of the matrix element,
and E» is that part of the matrix element which
does not depend on J. SJ=J+ 1 for the I' branch,
and SJ=J for the R branch, where J is the rota-
tional quantum number of the upper level.

Then substituting Eq. (1) in (2), with

~ [(2kT/M) ln2]|ss
D lg

assuming that the transitions 1J- 2J~ 1 are pri-
marily Doppler broadened, and where

1J2J~ 1
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FIG. 2. Normalized gain as a function of upper-level
J for P and R branches (for T =400 K and No Op1/N1 Opo
= 0.95, 1, 1.05, and 1.1).

The gain coefficients calculated from Eqs. (4)
and (5) for 0 0'1 as the upper level and 1 000 as
the lower level are plotted in Fig. 2 as a function
of upper level J. T = 400'K has been assumed and
should be reasonable for a gas discharge. The
curves are given for various values of N0 001/
Nl 000 and are arbitra ily normalized to

where M = molecular mass, we obtain (a) for P
branch transitions, i.e. , for P(J+1),

8v'c'E~ (2skT 'I'(J 1)1J2J+1 Sar

x iÃiB, exp -F,(J) -N+ expmFm(J+1), (4)-'
I,

and (b), for the R-branch, i. e. , R(J'-1) transi-
tions,

8~'c'Z &2n&T&'"

lg 3kT ( M

x J' N,B,exp F,(JI~& -NQ, exp --F~(J- l)~& (5)
AT I

8m'c'E„
3k'(2wav'/M)'~2 '

(B0 001=0.3866 cm ', Bl 000=0. 3897 cm ', and

B0 2o0-0. 3899 cm ').
From Fig. 2 the following conclusions can be

reached immediately:
(a) P-branch transitions show optical gain even
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when Np 001/Nl pop& 1, i. e. , when the total popu-
lation density in the lower vibrational level ex-
ceeds that in the upper vibrational l.evel.

(b) R-branch transitions show gain only when

N, /N, & 1.02 for T = 400 'K.
(c) R-branch transitions have lower optical gain

than that for the P-branch transitions starting
from the same upper level J.

Similar conclusions can also be reached for the
0 0 1-0 0 2 band without actual calculations since
the B1 000 and the B0 2o0 are very nearly equal.

The agreement between theory and experiment
on the CO, maser experiments may be seen in
Fig. 3. The 0 0'l-l 0 0 band oscillates on P
transitions from J'= ll to 4= 37 (upper-level Z's
are used). The strongest transition is that for
4= 23 and is also shown in Fig. 3. The best fit
as can be seen is obtained for Np 001/Nl pop
= 1.05. (The fit is regarded as good when the
two extreme oscillating transitions have the same
optical gain and the peak of the gain curve coin-
cides with the strongest optical-maser transi-
tion. ) The lower curve in Fig. 3 shows the best
fit for the 0 0 1-0 2 0 transitions which oscillate
for 4= 21 to J= 33 with the strongest transition

occurring for J= 27. Here for best fit, &0 001/
N0 2p0 = 1.0 is required. Thus for the best fit,

N00 1 N0 2 0 1.05N1 00'
It should be noted here that absolute value of gain
depends upon K» which is not the same for the
0 0'l-l 0'0 and 0 0'1-0 2 0 bands. And hence the
apparent difference between the oscillation thres-
old gain for 0 0'1-1 0'0 and that for 0 0'1-0 2'0
bands, as seen in Fig. 3, is not significant.

Going back to Fig. 2 it can be seen that for
+0 0 1/Nl 0'0 1 (or also for NO 001/Np 200 = 1),
the R branch does not show optical gain and hence
it is quite easy to understand why the R transi-
tions in the 0 0 1-0 2 0 band do not oscillate. For
Np pal/Nl pop = 1.05 we see that the 8-branch
transitions do show optical gain for low J values,
but in all cases, the gain on R transition is lower
than that for a P-branch transition starting from
the same upper J level. Thus due to competition
effects, the P transition will oscillate preferen-
tially. Consequently the populations in 1g and

2g+1 levels wil. l equalize and this will cause a
further reduction in the gain on the R transition
(i. e. , population inversion between 1~ and 2J
levels). Hence, it is not too surprising to find
that R transitions have not been seen in maser
oscillation for 0 001-1 0'0 band also. (The last
argument holds only in the case when there is no
wavelength discriminating device present in the
optical-maser cavity to differentiate between

~R and XP This was the case for the maser ex-
periments reported in reference 1.)
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FIG. 3. Normalized gain as a function of upper level
J for P branch {for T =400'K and Np po1/N1 0&p

= 1.05,
Np 001/Np 2(I0 = 1), together with observed laser transi-
tions and strongest laser lines.
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